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A b 8 t r a C t 

Possible ways for--determining relative parity of hyperons and 

K-mesons in the reactions with polarized proton beams were consider

ed. 

The determinatfon-of the intvinsic parity of K-mesons and 
I 

hyperons is one of the most important problems of the physics of ·· 

elementary particles·~ Since. the parity is ·not conserved in a-11 

weak interactions including 'the decays 'of strange particle.sf ·the r: · :-. 

intrinsic parity of hyperons and K-mesons may be deterfoined ohiiy·:tn , 

the study of strong interactions responsible for thei~ production 

and mutual transformations. 

Recently some ways for the d,etexmination of parity o:f st'.t!_ap.ge 

particles) based upon the, study of the reactions involving hyper- , 
\_ 

nuclei and: ,of those· invo.lving strange particlee: ,near the threshold , . 

/I-6/ have been suggested. , , · 

Other possibilities are pointed out in this note. 

I. Consider the reaction /I/ 

? + \-\Q.. 4._. ~\ e.l.\ -~ 'I + -~ 
~1 ;. .• • :· .! 

with a polarized proton beam. The matrix of reaction /IF is o:f :: ! ~-- .:i 

the form_ ... , .. 

Ji~o...+ J.[ /2/ 
: .. ..,. 

where the quantities. a .. and b are the functions cf the µiomenta 

of the initial and final sta½es. The spins of a hyperon and K-meson 

are assumed to be I/2 ~nd ·o respectivelyo 

-----------------------------. . . 

i/ Note that in /I/ helium may be replaced by ~frS-G i!-0~ 

any .nuoleuswith zero spin. e.g. c12 •• 
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Using usual methods / 7/ we obtain the following expression for the 

differential cross· s~c;tion of reaction /I/ involvi~g the polarized 

proton. beam ·,•\, '•'• 

15'= 6a ( 1J1?. l~ce't-itxt\ 
o o., of•, + t '. ~ ,.. , ) . 

'\_~.-

/J/ 

~·r., .,• . . .:~\ ·, 

Here ~ is the cross .sect_:!.,on o,f pro~-~s /~( in case when the· · 

incident beam is unpqlc1i:r-ized, whereas. P
0 

i~, th~ initial proton 
' . . ' . . .;, . ' -~ 

polarization•' .QI} the_ otl:ter .,,hand, hyperc,m polarization in reaction 
. . :· ..,_ .,:. .· ; 

/I/ with the unpolarized .. nro,to~s _ii?, 
- _. •.. J: .· ~ ·::,\d _.,.. -,.*' . , .. f = i k <J! ~ ~ .~• ~ 

o...Q.* + i . c;-,•· 
,'f. ... 

; .. 

. /4/ 

-':jt'.D:he· ·product -of intrinsic -p;:i,r-iti,e$. o1 a protont hyperon and 

K-meson may-_t.ake two values ,:l\) 1-'{ l"- =<:; A, • In the fi1~.s-t case, the 
V 

mat-rix M is ::a scalar, i.e.:,_ the. quantity 

and may be presented in the form 

{) n - _,, c- -1 ,_.") / 0 ·;2-., ·(( ~I\ 
b:.'(o~K.~~ + K·\<:..~K (~~"~""'?,-~-). 

is an axial ~ tor -b 

: 3 

/5/ 
,,. 

. . ~ 

- ' ~, ....,.,1 
where \<.. ,' ~ and K. 

K-meson I/ r~spec.tively. 

are the momenta ·of a p:r-oton, hyperon and 

The quant:tties ·-•;t,a and,· bi ar.~.: arb:t.t~. 

rary functions of scalar products constructed from the vectors __ , . , ,: - -, -11 
~ 

' 
K , .and ~- • 

In the secon~ case M is a pseudosc8::lar, i.e~ the quantity 
'. ,;.,.,., -b ·is a vector 

-,. I 
0 c- -, -rt) () - ➔ / 0 f -.. 0 I - I 
\) 7 ". \C.. 'II, \(/ ~1. K.,. ~' .... i:o,._ \(. + ~~ 't::.. • /6/ 

:· .. r) 
_,. 

Here and further the momenta K a~d K' are not· ,parallel 
to each other. 



The quantity a is a p~eudoscalar

.. Cl,~ t K • ~ / >'-~ 11 } O} • 
.. ) ·.,:,- . /7/ 

a' and •· .b 't.. are arbitrary scalar functions. . :r1 

If the momen·ta of a proton, •K-meson and hyperon lie in the 

vanishes. 

while if 

and 

0...:-0 /7'/ 
i: . 

.:, 

) Then, as can· be easily seen· from /J/ and /4/, the expression for.;,,.·· 

·the dif,ferential cross S.E~ction takes the form 

where there is /+/ if the complete intrinsic parity does not 

change, and/-/ - otherwise. 

Polarized proton b.eams are obtained in the scattering of 

,unpolcl,riz~d beams by nuclei and their polarization is.orthogonal 
?. ,,v_ • .I ' -~: ~~:- '.\/ .,.,'.: 

·to the momentum of the scattered protons. Choosing the z-ax1s 
,} ·, " \ "· ·,. '· ' 

' - -in a dire.~;~ion- of vector K, and the y-axis in that of P
O

, write 

/8/ as follows 

/9/ 

Henc~, the· alzimuthql asymmetry of the hyperon distribution is 

/IO/ 



Thus, the measuxement oft.he azimuthal asymmetry in reaction/I/ 

with the polarized protons makes it possible to def:tne the sign of 
' . ~ ' . ( ), 

l? l'f l" · ; uniquely, if the s:tgn of the polar~z~~ion' P arising 

as a result of the reaction with the unp~iarized protonk I) is 
. "£ known. The sign of P · ma.y be determined by studying the. pion 

asymmetr.y: ... f:c:om....~the decay of polarized hyperons. As 1 t follows· 

from the;previous _arguments in the determination of the azimuthal· 

asymmetry it is necessary to·choose such events when all the par-
.·- ~· -· "··· ~: i =i~:: ,: .. -~: :.~>~ _·~ ~ ::. :·.;; .. ::~~~.:-;:t·~:; .... 

, t·icl:es--J:-1:-&-~- t.h.e same plane. One may perform t:he. 1ntegration over 

the angle between the directi.ons of the momenta of a proton and 

K-meson. 
I 

Another reaction of the considered type is 

'? + \--\~ ~/\\-\I.\ ,. '? + \( -r_ 
/II/ '.\· 

·1,. 

when the spin of a pypernucleus "~4 is zero. However, reaction/I/ 

considered above does not requir·Ef. such an assumption. Mdt'eover 1 

its study would enable to determine the relative parity of different 

hyperons. 

2, Consider ·.the rea(}tion/J/ 
:. , , , , :,;·;:::; l{ 5" . .;,i.. 

... ,. ,., "'·:?•'+.,,\-) Q_ _,,. {\ \-\e. + \.(' /I2/ .. ::_.r' ., 

Suppose the spi~ of the fu-per~~c,le:us ./\ He 7 ;;to \e 
.., ,.,,-

I/2. 

. S:Lnc~~~.1!.t~§e only. two. vectors /:relative momenta .of the initial 
,: ~. ~ . ,, ........ - "" ........ ,.._ .. ,.....,.~~·:,,,~........ . _. . . 

and final states /are available then, as is from /2/-/4/, the cross 

section of the reaction /I2/ with the polarized. proton· bea~ ·· 1s of r,: 
~; ~ 

the form /8/. Therefore the measurement of the a.zimufhal ·asymmetry' 

:pf K-mesons makes it poss:tble to determine the relative parity/!\ K/ 

· 1f the sign o:f; polarization. of the hypernucleus /\ He 5. in rea.ct\on/I2/i 
i 

--------------------------
I) The magnitude and sign of the ptilarization Po are supposcd1 

; ' 

to be known from previous experiments on doubJ.e proton scattering., 
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,·dth the 1.mpolarized protons . is knowp. These cone lu~ions refer 

also to the reactions with the polarized antiproton beam. For 

example, to the reaction 

- /IJ/ . 

if the spin of /\'r\ ~ is I/2. 

In conclusion let us ·point __ out that reactions _/I/ and ./II/.._ 

when all the .. particles 11,e in th_~· ,same plane . as well 8,<,r: ,reacJ

ions /I2/ and /IJ/ are the processes of the type r_,,:1 •. 

1/'l.. + Q -~ 1/~ "T D . 
/14/ 
.1.1.:, 

For such processes the uifferential cross sectibn,always 

has the form /8/, that makes it possible to use them for the'.: 

unique determination of .the internal parity. Here there a.re two 
I 

possibilities : 

r. Polarized target with spin I/2 and a. beam of spinless 

particles /s-9/. 

2. Polarized beam of particles with spin I/2 and a spinless 

target. 

The latter possibility has been considered in this note. 

The authors are grateful to Chou Kuang - Chao, B.Pontecorvo 

and Yu .. Scher·bakov for interesting discussion of' the results obtain-

ed .. 
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